**Synopsis:** The Employment and Training Administration’s Office of Foreign Labor Certification (OFLC) is implementing a new enhancement that will allow employers or their authorized attorneys or agents to reuse previously filed Labor Condition Applications (LCAs) under the H-1B, H-1B1, and E-3 visa programs. This new feature, which is fully integrated into the iCERT System’s LCA Electronic Filing Module, will significantly reduce the administrative time and cost associated with preparing and submitting the ETA Form 9035E.

**Major Functional Features:**

**Step 1**
From your LCA Portfolio Summary, choose a group of previously filed applications (e.g., you would like to reuse a previously certified LCA).

**Step 2**
From your LCA Portfolio Details, choose a case you would like to reuse by checking the box in the far left column and then select the "Reuse" button at the bottom of the screen.

*For illustrative purposes only*
Step 3

The system will provide you with a function to choose one or more sections of the previously filed application for reuse.

Once all sections are chosen, select "Add to Form" to begin a new ETA Form 9035E.

The system will create a new iCERT case number for the reused application and navigate you to the ETA Form 9035E case preparation screens to make any necessary changes (e.g., start and end dates of employment, number of worker positions).

**Important Note:** Please make sure you review the application for any obvious errors or inaccuracies before submission.